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Magnetic field properties such as the excitation dependences and the 
field distributions of thJ field strength, field gradient, multipole fields 
and the effective length 1 are analyzed and accuracy of the estimated tune, 
tune shift and chromaticity are discussed. Lattice parameters such as tune, 
twiss parameters and dispersion functions are calculated by using SYNCH pro
gram;) where normal entrance and square cut fringing approximation are assumed. 

Figure 1 shows the tune diagram calculated with the daty of magnetic mea
surement and that observed with the accelerated proton beam~ The discrepancy 
between them might be explained by the error of the field measurements, the 
accuracy of the approximation adopted in the program, space charge effect 
etc .. The error of the horizontal and vertical tune oQ and oQ due to the 
estimation error of the field gradient and the effectivg length2 can be written, 
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where c5 denotes the error of the estimation, k the field gradient, ~ the effe~~ 
tive bending and gradient length, subscript T transition sector between F and 
D sector, and E the end sector, respectively. The tune is designed to be Q 
2.20 and Q = 2.30. The discrepancy between them at medium field can be ex~ 
plained by 2 the error of the field gradient and the effective length; under
estimation of the field gradient and the effective length and over-estimation 
of the effective bending length by 0.2 % give the horizontal tune shift of 
about 0.02. The discrepancy at high field can be explained by setting error 
of .the field level during the measurement. Setting error of the field level 
by 4 % gives the tune error cSQ "' -0.02 and cSQ 0.01 at high field. Setting 
error of 4 %, however, is too Iarge compared wtth that of our expectation. 

The chromaticity due to the sextupole fields can be separated into the 
chromaticity so and sf . which are contributions from the normal and fring-
ing field; rlnge 
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where superscripts FT is transition sector ofF sector's side and DT at tran
sition sector of D sector's side. Figure 2 gives the excitation dependence of 
the chromaticity. The horizontal chromaticity is observed with the accelerated 
proton beam. Agreements of the chromaticity between them is satisfactory. In 
above equations, typical parameters are: 
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In the horizontal chromaticity we see fringing field at T sector cancels with 
that at E sector. In the vertical chromaticity, however, this cancelling ef
fect is not enough. Vertical chromaticity is estimated to be -6.8 for medium 
field. This value is larger than that obtained from the knockout method by a 
factor of several. 

The tune spread caused by the octupole can be written after similar cal
culation as above; 

and 

Multipole fields also produce the amplitude dependent tune shift. Typical 
values of the emittance E = 56 mm mrad and E = 14 mm mrad give the tune shift 
of OQ = -0.6 X 10-4 and oQ = 4.6 X 10-4 at i~jection, OQ = -1.3 X 10-4 and 
OQ =x4.8 X 10-4 at mediumzfield and 0~ = -1.7 X 10-4 ana OQ = 4.2 X 10-4 at 
ej~ction field level. z 
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